Answer these?

• What did you know about STEM before your visit?

• What did you learn during your visit?

• What would you like to learn more about?

Gateway to Science’s goal is to inspire the scientist in everyone. During your visit, you interacted with exhibits that hopefully challenged you or made you wonder. Your mission is to continue learning. Choose from the list of options below.

Choose Your Mission

• Research and share how the Vein Viewer works.
• Explain the effect that weight has on momentum and why the weight's placement matters.
• Design three or more objects that can fly in the wind tunnel. Rate their performance and explain why you think you got the results you did.
• Research and share the difference between aquaponics and hydroponics. List the advantages.
• Design a structure using truss technology. Share examples of this technology in use.
• Research and share the effects that drugs and alcohol have on a brain.
• Describe a brain teaser that challenged you and explain how you solved it.
• Research and share why Spinning Water takes the shape that it does when the water tank is spinning.
• Create your own mission based on an exhibit that inspired you to wonder about something during your visit.